RMS-DACP DOSE & AIR ACTIVITY CHECK POINT

The Dose & Air Activity Check Point displays real time radiological data in an easy to view format on a mobile all-in-one system display. BHI Energy’s RMS software runs the application on the built-in PC and connects to area monitors and/or air activity monitors via wired or wireless connection. This all-in-one unit mounts on a table top or on an optional rugged field monitor stand.

**FEATURES:**
- Up to 5 electronic dosimeters or air activity monitors in queue
- User defined queue rotation interval
- Values change color based on risk: green, purple or red (flashing)
- Transmission time indicated for the main displayed value
- Units in mR/Hr, micro Sieverts & DAC
- Dosimeter specific rate alarm thresholds
- User defined location messages

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- 23.8” WLED Full-HD AIO Non-Touch Display
- Windows 7 or 10 Professional
- Intel® Core™ i5-6500 Processor (Quad Core, 6MB, 4T, 3.2GHz, 65W)
- 8GB (1x8GB) 2133MHz DDR4 Memory
- 2.5” 500 GB 7200rpm Hard Disk Drive
- Dimensions (w/o stand): 15.5”H x 22.65”W x 2.50”D
- Weight (without stand): 16lbs
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